31 Candles
Jessi Reaves featuring Bradley Kronz & Jessi Reaves (Waiting for Boots)
Dorich House Museum, 7 September – 4 November 2017
Launch: Saturday 9 September, 2-5pm

Stanley Picker Gallery is excited to present the first UK institutional solo show by artist Jessi Reaves (b. 1986). Commissioned by Stanley Picker Gallery, this new body of work is conceived site-specifically for Dorich House Museum, the Gallery’s partner venue and former studio home of the Russian sculptor, artist and designer Dora Gordine and her husband the Hon. Richard Hare, a scholar of Russian art and literature. Reaves’ exhibition will also include a selection of new works developed in collaboration with artist Bradley Kronz (b. 1986), turning itself into a quasi-two person show authored as ‘Jessi Reaves featuring Bradley Kronz & Jessi Reaves (Waiting for Boots).’

Jessi Reaves’s sculptures disregard divisions between the functional and the aesthetic. In her works, classic fabrication techniques are challenged and bent towards unintended purposes. Traces of personal meaning and habitual use – some visibly lost, some newly acquired – endow these objects with a sympathetic and confident attitude towards the space and relationships surrounding them. Reaves plays on the skills and craftsmanship associated with iconic twentieth century design, approaching production with a spontaneous and unruly attitude. In her work, recognizable design objects are often enlisted as substrates, to be both undermined and layered with new meaning.

For her exhibition at Dorich House Museum, Reaves is creating several new works taking inspiration from items of furniture which may have been designed by the house’s former owner, Dora Gordine. Some of these original units have survived through time and are now part of the Museum collection, while others remain known only through photographic documentation. The studio house-museum provides a particularly interesting backdrop for Reaves’s work, as the materials and functions that make up the domestic context carry a specific sense of history and use, while also combining a moderate miscellanea of aesthetics – very much like her artworks. Reaves’s sculptures echo gestures and habits from the past while creating a new narrative fantasy of their own. Dotted throughout the Museum, they include seating and storage, allowing freedom of interaction on the part of the viewer, once again laying to waste the boundary between sculpture and functional design.

Reaves’s collaborative works with Bradley Kronz express the artists’ shared fascination with the multitude of roles performed by Dorich House throughout its eighty-year history – the rooms and objects reflect the evolution of the space through periods of domesticity, abandonment and academic use. Reaves and Kronz (Waiting for Boots) new collaborative works have been made specifically for Dorich House Museum and reflect upon the building as a total display system. Many of them make use of found objects to which a new breed of functionality has been attributed, such as musical instrument cases which are re-employed as containers for Gordine’s or other artworks. Informed by the tendency to imbue objects with personal meaning, these sculptures populate the Museum with a performative and menacing energy. Individual and shared memories are key elements for the artists, as their improvised methods present an alternative perspective of objecthood, absorbing and re-scripting the splintered lives of things.
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Jessi Reaves (b. 1986, Portland, Oregon; lives New York) received her BFA from the Rhode Island School of Design in Providence. Her work has been included in group exhibitions nationally and internationally, in venues including Team Gallery, New York; Swiss Institute, New York; Herald St, London; and A Palazzo Gallery, Brescia, Italy. In 2016, Reaves presented her first solo exhibition with Bridget Donahue, New York, and was most recently included in the 2017 Whitney Biennial.

Bradley Kronz (b. 1986, San Diego, California; lives New York) received his BFA from The School of The Art Institute of Chicago in Chicago. His work has been included in group exhibitions nationally and internationally, in venues including Mathew Gallery, Berlin; High Art, Paris; A Palazzo Gallery, Brescia, Italy; Essex Street, New York.

Dorich House Museum www.dorichhousemuseum.org.uk
Located a ‘Deer’s Leap’ from Richmond Park, Dorich House Museum, one of London hidden gems, is the former studio home of the Russian sculptor, artist and designer Dora Gordine and her husband the Hon. Richard Hare, a scholar of Russian art and literature. Now Grade II listed, the building was completed in 1936, to Gordine’s design, and is an exceptional example of a modern studio house created by a female artist as a space in which to live and work. Following Gordine’s death in 1991, Dorich House was acquired and renovated by Kingston University and is now open to the public as a museum, operating as an international centre to promote and support women creative practitioners. Artist Hilary Lloyd was appointed the inaugural Dorich House Fellow in autumn 2015, with her solo exhibition, Awful Girls presented 8 March – 29 April 2017.

Getting to Dorich House Museum

Dorich House Museum
Kingston University
67 Kingston Vale
London SW15 3RN
Tel +44 (0)20 8417 5515
Bookings & Enquiries: dorichhousemuseum@kingston.ac.uk

Opening Hours: Thurs-Sat 11am-5pm / Last entry 4.30pm
Tickets: £5 Adults / £3 Concessions / Children under 16 FREE

Arriving by Train & Bus: Trains run regularly from London Waterloo to Kingston or Putney stations. From Kingston station take bus 85 or K3 from bus stop A2 or A1 at nearby Cromwell Road bus station. From Putney station take bus 85 (direction Kingston) from bus stop E. The stop for Dorich House Museum is Woodview Close.

Arriving by Car: The Museum is on Kingston Vale, close to Robin Hood Roundabout on the A3. From the A3 take the A308 exit, marked Kingston. The Museum car park is free and has space for up to 20 cars.

Stanley Picker Gallery www.stanleypickergallery.org
Stanley Picker Gallery at Kingston University is one of the leading examples of a university gallery in the UK. Supported by the Stanley Picker Trust since its inception in 1997, and forming part of Arts Council England’s National Portfolio from 2012, the Gallery is celebrating the Trust’s fortieth and the Gallery’s twentieth joint anniversaries in 2017 with a special programme of new commissions, including Kairos by Anat Ben-David, and an episodic mailout designed by Fraser Muggeridge studio. Stanley Picker Gallery’s public activities are dedicated to the research, commissioning and presentation of innovative new practice across the fields of art, design and architecture for general, academic and specialist audiences. The yearly Stanley Picker Fellowships in Design and Fine Art support contemporary practitioners to research and create new work as part Kingston University’s wider research culture. Over the last decade, Stanley Picker Fellows have included Cally Spooner, Oreet Ashery (shortlisted for the Jarman Award 2017), David Austen, Andy Holden, Laura Oldfield Ford, Elizabeth Price (Turner Prize Winner 2012) and Nicole Wermers (Turner Prize Nominee 2015). El Ultimo Grito were awarded the very first Design Fellowship in 2004, with subsequent design recipients including Boudicca, Fabien Cappello, Daniel Eatock, Shelley Fox, Onkar Kular, Julia Lohmann, Ab Rogers, Yuri Suzuki and Marloes ten Bhömer.